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...to resist meaning does not necessarily lead to its mere denial. 

     — Trinh T. Minh-ha  

 

AUTHENTICITY ON THE MOVE 

 In closing his piece entitled “Jargons of Authenticity,” film historian Paul Arthur suggests: “it is 

highly unlikely that the realist windmills of authority and transparency against which American 

documentaries have been tilting for the last 50 years will suddenly disappear or be demolished by 

postmodern allegories” (134, in Renov). Though he spoke more broadly of documentary when he wrote 

that line in 1993, from my vantage point of 22 years later, the windmills are (at least partially) intact in 

both the documentary world and more specifically, the realm of ethnographic film. 

To answer the question of authenticity in nonfiction film becomes almost impossible almost 

immediately, so I will do my best to engage it without hope of arriving in a place of absolute certainty. 

That is to say: I will tilt at these windmills a bit myself, by means of writing towards them. 

Arthur argues that the rhetoric of authenticity has shifted with concurrent turns in Western 

thought and liberalism, and describes three moments of authenticity in history of (American) 

documentary: 

 

“Technology and its imbrication with power is thematized in each instance according to the 

changing political dynamics of liberalism: in the first, iconographic identification with industrial 

technology and its ability to rectify social affliction; in the second an incorporation and masking 

of the apparatus as an extension of individual cognitive acuity and physical skill; and in recent 

films, disavowal or technical proficiency as a guarantee of non-omniscience and metaphoric link 

with disenfranchised profilmic subjects”(133, in Renov). 

 



The mechanism of these shifts is one of dialectics, it seems. As soon as a documentary mode 

becomes codified through its success, for example, the “reflexive abnegation”(133, in Renov) of Michael 

Moore’s Roger and Me, someone — perhaps Trinh T. Minh-Ha — asks a question that threatens the unity 

or sovereignty of that trend in the documentary arts. In our scramble to answer it, we seek to restore unity, 

even if the critique is of unity itself, as Minh-ha’s can be read. And if we accept the critique in its surface 

admonitions, we simply abandon that particular rhetoric of authenticity as one used up, and move on in 

search of another, while upholding authenticity in its fundamentals even as its manifestations are called 

into question. 

From Trinh T. Minh-ha, I will define authenticity as the valuing of the relationship between, as 

she puts it, “the name and the named” — the link between a concept, image, sound, or individual and 

some something, which might be profilmic, which might be what we call a ‘referent’. 

The gap between theory and practice is where the quixotic gesture emerges. Or rather, it has been 

displaced, perhaps repeatedly, but we chase after it. (And why we chase after it intrigues me as well.) 

Authenticity is on the move. It resists pinning down, and has shown itself to be quite capable of moving 

documentary houses across the last century. In theory, the early poses of authenticity have been shown 

fallible and their charge has diminished, to the point where a discussion of documentary truth or sincere 

claims to ‘objectivity’ meet a collectively seasoned scoff from the filmmaking, anthropological, and 

broader art/academic communities alike. Authenticity, though, as a concept or even simply as a word, 

proves more slippery than objectivity, which we have been able to reject handily. Objectivity and 

authenticity have been historically link, but theory has severed that link, and authenticity, not objectivity, 

hangs on in practice as it repositions itself to be theorizable again. 

Thus, a rhetoric of authenticity in nonfiction film is always already contingent, in a way not 

dissimilar to the contemporary conception of an individual’s intersecting identit(ies). Arthur focuses his 

analysis on major trends in American documentary history, but numerous smaller shifts could be 

identified in between the 1930s rash of New Deal-sponsored films, the cinema-verité of the 1960s, and 

the work of the late 1980 and early 1990s which was characterized by “a slippery ambivalence in which 

the instrument of cinema is a necessarily visible but confoundingly inadequate mediator”(133, in Renov). 

At the time of writing, that slippery ambivalence was new enough that where it might slip to remained to 



be seen, but Arthur’s own ambivalence about it is clear, and he cites Minh-ha in voicing his concerns 

about the way in which the evolution of the rhetoric of authenticity functions to “merely replace one 

unacknowledged source of authority with another”(132, in Renov). In “The Totalizing Quest of Meaning” 

(written not long before Arthur’s piece), Minh-ha raises the essential, and perhaps unanswerable, question 

of a direct challenge to filmic patterns of authority. She pushes beyond a mere critique of whichever 

specific rhetoric is currently in vogue. 

As a contribution to theories of (the myths of) documentary verisimilitude, her challenge is 

immensely important. It is necessarily frustrating to any attempts to specify methodology, and its ability 

to frustrate practice, to instigate inventiveness, is essential to its role as theory. 

Minh-ha’s big questions remain the touchstones from which to re-open, again and again, the 

dialectic of critique that fuels the shifts in rhetoric that Arthur also sought to theorize. If Paul Arthur were 

today to amend and extend his 1993 work, he would undoubtedly be able to locate a fourth moment, or 

perhaps moments, in which we are embedded, as the product of this re-positioning of authenticity which 

persists in spite of post-modern revelations and challenges to the supremacy of positivist thought. He 

would also (along with Trinh, perhaps) note that the fundamental challenge to patterns of filmic 

authenticity remains unanswered. While to dismantle or deconstruct these patterns is beyond the scope of 

this paper, noting the ways in which they do persist and re-shape themselves to fit the modern moment 

may be a first step towards understanding why they continue to persist so powerfully. Thus, with the 

remainder of this paper, I will explore where we have moved in the succession of documentary 

authenticities since the 1990s, and the ways in which ethnographic film falls uniquely in and out of place 

with these shifts. 

 

THE ARRIVAL OF THE NEW(EST) AUTHENTICITY 

 Since at least the 1980s, post-colonial and feminist critiques of Western and masculinist theories 

of representation and knowledge (of which Minh-ha’s work is part) have sensitized the academy and the 

art world to the power relations inherent in encounters, bodies, and ideas previously assumed uninflected 

by such concerns. This is one of the shifts in liberal thought that Paul Arthur invokes in describing the 

advent of his third moment, that moment of reflexive abnegation; the effects of these critiques, like Minh-



ha’s potent questions, linger, and unfold new ramifications and possibilities for a rhetoric of authenticity. 

In particular, we remain sensitized to the dangers and seemingly endless pitfalls of representation across 

difference, and the power dynamics that structure, and derive from, such attempts at representation. 

Steeped in this awareness, I sometimes feel in a state of constant alarm, vigilant in the attention to 

exploitation of power, ever-ready to pass judgment on the relative appropriate-ness or ethical status of the 

power relations perceived in and around a work of documentary art or ethnographic object. If we 

understand power as something that organizes itself through identity, I have been trained to look for 

cultural markers of identity of those involved — filmmaker, ethnographer, subject, informant — and the 

politics of how they are represented (and the power dynamics that suggests), in determining the ‘value’ of 

a work. If we understand power as something that can derive from the acquisition and exercise of 

knowledge, whether written or visual or otherwise, the entire projects of ethnography and of nonfiction 

filmmaking (and their intersection) is bound up in a history of unequal power dynamics, of extracting and 

preserving knowledge of the Other, whose power is diminished relative to the filmmaker or ethnographer 

by the very act of that person, let alone the ways in which the power and privilege organized around 

certain identities tend to fall on the agentive side in the history of those interactions. 

Thus, I feel as though I am trained to see an ethnographic film such as Les Maitres-Fous, and arm 

myself to the teeth in preparation for denouncing Jean Rouch as imperialist; trained, by the representation 

of black bodies and the knowledge that Rouch’s skin is white, to ask whether the work is racist; to 

understand his whiteness, his maleness, his class, his education, his economic privilege as inseparable 

from — and morally marked by — his filmmaking and his anthropology. We are in a moment in which 

one must be very wary of “speaking for” the Other, and the greater the perceivable (read: categorical 

markers of identity) difference across which the attempt to speak (even in dialogue) is made, the more 

precarious the gesture becomes. 

One thing which Arthur fails to explore fully is the possibility that authenticity is not a question 

asked once of a film, but over and over again, in different moments, directing itself at different 

dimensions of the film itself and its production, its contexts, the experience(s) it produces. In the wake of 

this sensitivity to the power dynamics of representation across difference (and it is always across 

difference, though the degrees of difference matter as well), I would argue that particular attention is 



being paid to the authenticity — inflected with liberal humanist ideals of equality — of the relationship 

between the maker and the subject, whether the subject is a place, another people, another person, or even 

themselves. This last possibility most effectively assuages our fears about representation across 

difference, because we see that the difference has been eliminated from the equation. It runs the danger of 

being elided, though, with the maker taking as subject a place or community which they claim as part of 

their identity but which is not synonymous to them alone and which extends to others outside of their 

individual body and experience. 

So within ethnography, ethnographic film, and documentary film more broadly, this sensitivity in 

its most utopian moments has prompted, instead of the traditional model of “speaking for” the Other, the 

advent of the Other speaking themselves — taking the means of production into their own hands, through 

the indigenous media movement, the advent of autoethnography, or the increase native ethnographers 

 How do we measure this new rhetoric of authenticity? Through the same mechanism through 

which power is organized — through those markers of identity. By the same rubric that encourages me to 

question the authenticity of a white female filmmaker chronicling queer men of color in the New York 

ball movement (Jennie Livingston and Paris is Burning), I am encouraged to appreciate more deeply the 

achievement of Marlon Riggs in documenting his ‘own’ community of black gay men in Tongues Untied. 

The playing field on which documentary meaning is made — and who gets to make which meanings — is 

at once expanded and contracted, and on the basis of markers identity such as race, gender, sexuality, age, 

educational status, class. Identity, particularly that which is inscribed in and on the body, becomes a new 

locus of authenticity, and by extension, the interactions of conscious beings with separate and unique 

(intersecting and contingent) identities produces relationships whose authenticity we ask questions about. 

From my own felt anxiety over this, I will (appropriately, perhaps) posit that the newest wave of 

authenticity in documentary might be called one of both embodiment and experience; where the ‘lived 

experience’, ‘embodied experience’, the personal narrative, and the ability to show the authentic relation 

between bodies and their experiences is given primacy. Seen from a more individual-oriented Western 

perspective, this authenticity of experience connects to identity, of filmmaker and subject, and by proxy 

(eventually) the viewer. Communities, too, can have a body in this sense, or a body of experiences (share 

history, collective conscious). 



Similarly, the body of the film itself gains authenticity in this framework, and with the body of 

the spectator as they experience the film, thereby the authenticity of the relationship between the viewer 

and the film itself becomes more centralized in the evaluation of a work. This emphasis on authentic 

relationship between the film and viewer (and filmmaker) is present in Catherine Russell’s Experimental 

Ethnography, in her discussion of what she calls "hyperrealist" ethnography. Invoking structuralist film, 

particularly those films with a fixed frame and durational tendencies, as the nonpareil of this genre, she 

describes how "three bodies are put into play: the body filmed, the embodied viewer / artist / filmmaker, 

and the body of the film itself"(Russell 162). This creates an active viewer, whose bodily experience of 

the film itself involves a negative or positive (or some combination of the two) physical response, 

boredom, arousal, something in between. 

Thus, we have two primary sites in contemporary ethnographic and documentary film in which a 

rhetoric of authenticity is being deployed: in the embodied relation of the audience and the film (and 

filmmaker), and in our estimation of the embodied relation of the filmmaker and the film (and its 

subjects). The specific aesthetic deployments of these rhetorics may vary — for Russell, the technique of 

structural film may be one answer — but the underlying direction of our hope for some authority is in 

both cases bounded by a renewed belief in the kind of knowing that originates from specific, situational, 

phenomenologically embodied experience. 

 

FIELDWORK: THE GENERATION OF THE AUTHENTIC 

 Now to consider, within nonfiction, the more specific case of ethnographic film. This idea of 

embodied authenticity is not new to anthropology, by any means; nor is fieldwork or the kind of 

engagement it might entail new to documentary and other forms of filmmaking. Certainly fieldwork, as it 

is defined in the context of cultural anthropology, is not necessarily a prerequisite for the making of a film 

about some other than the self; but if the new(est) rhetoric of authenticity is one based in the bodily 

experience of the individual, this lends itself handily to an understanding of fieldwork as legitimating, or 

doubly legitimating in the case of ethnographic film. 

 Straddling the humanities and social sciences (and now possibly the arts), anthropology has had a 

long history of legitimating itself as ‘science’ — the dislodging of positivist truth claims came as a great 



relief to ethnography. Ethnography, as a method and a medium, has historically long been on shakier 

ground in certain realms of ‘authenticity’ — when authenticity bedded more closely with objectivity — 

precisely because of a predominating epistemological positivist bias in Western art and scholarship. It is a 

means of data collection that is filtered through the individual body and mind of the researcher, and is, for 

all intents and purposes, never fully replicable and therefore ‘never’ ‘fully’ ‘verifiable’ — its authenticity 

of data questionable on the very grounds of positivism. The canonical questioning of the supremacy of 

positivism has, then, opened up a space for ethnography to be more legitimate, more inherently authentic, 

by this new and shifting and cracked-open rubric of what counts and what means. 

 By this estimation, ethnographic film is simultaneous ahead and behind the arc of authenticity’s 

evolution. Cultural anthropology’s faith in situated and embodied knowledge has solidified through the 

institutionalization of fieldwork as a rite of passage for the anthropologist, and as the necessary practice in 

which one must engage in order to be officially considered to be “doing” anthropology — performing 

ethnography. (Franz Boas changed this forever for American anthropology, as a champion of fieldwork.) 

 Fieldwork increasingly encompasses both autoethnographic exploration and trends of doing 

fieldwork ‘closer to home’ as the canon of who and what are considered fit subjects for anthropology’s 

purview transforms to meet the shifting academic landscape. And to raise, however briefly, a long-

standing debate, while fieldwork does not ever fully transform the outsider ethnographer (or ethnographic 

filmmaker) into an ‘insider’, the immersion of participant observation is an experience that they undergo, 

that requires and calls on and transforms their body (if only most noticeably through the passage of time), 

and imbues them with the authenticity of experience. Thus, ‘fieldwork’ is a means to establishing the 

embodied or experiential authenticity that has entered into the current vogue. 

 The potentially concerning absence of fieldwork in cross-cultural (ethnographic) filmmaking was 

articulated by Hal Foster, just two years after Arthur’s article, in his seminal piece “The Artist as 

Ethnographer?”. Skeptical of the pseudoethnogrpahic role that some artists are adopting, he critiques, 

among many things, a new wave of site-specific artworks where in fact “there is little time or money for 

much interaction with the community (which tends to be constructed as readymade for 

representation)”(Foster 306), and the principles of participant observation are invoked in name but not so 

much in practice — “let alone critiqued”(Foster 306). The goal of collaboration investigation (where 



authenticity of bodies and experience  might reside) gives way to an “ethnographic self-

fashioning”(Foster 306) that fails to really address the sensitivity to power and difference (and a 

willingness to relinquish some of the power that comes from difference) that, in theory, has instigated the 

very ethnographic and documentary turns that make conceivable the artist’s authentic engagement in 

fieldwork. 

This critique, now intensified after the ‘documentary turn’ was made official in 2002 by Okwui 

Enwezor and Mark Nash’s documenta 11, surfaces again in the 2013 roundtable discussion between 

(ethnographic(ish)) filmmaker Ben Russell, theorist Catherine Russell (of Experimental Ethnography), 

anthropologist Chris Wright, and producer/filmmaker Pratap Rughani. Wright notes that “many 

anthropologists that I know get upset about artists borrowing some of their methodologies but taking the 

bits that they want without seeing the breadth of it. They adopt the allure of ethnography — the promise 

of ‘authenticity’ and connecting with the real world — without embracing either the duration of fieldwork 

or the ethics of representing others, both of which require a massive commitment”(Russell et al 84) 

[italics mine]. 

 These critiques are valid, and the privileging of these two criteria — durational fieldwork and a 

deep consideration of the ethics of representation — point to one of these new rhetorics of authenticity yet 

again, framed here as a ‘massive commitment’ to particular experiences that tax the body and mind, and 

are thus inscribed and authenticated in the maker, and which rely on authentic relation with one’s 

subjects/collaborators, through both the extended time spent together in fieldwork and the vulnerable and 

intimate experience of fully exploring and maintaining oneself with the precarity and openness of the 

ethical stance. Thus, fieldwork can be understood as not merely a disciplinary tool of cultural 

anthropology intended for the gathering of data through the instrument of one’s body, but also as a means 

of engaging in an embodied experience that authenticates the project of the ethnographer or filmmaker. 

 

TOWARDS, AND AWAY FROM, AN AESTHETICS OF (EMBODIED) AUTHENTICITY 

 Understanding aesthetics as a sensory or affective possibility, what might this particular rhetoric 

of authenticity look like, and what might this particular rhetoric of authenticity feel like? 



 Like this elusive but alluring ‘authenticity’, its possible aesthetics will be multiple and reside in 

different places. Perhaps one could even speak of an aesthetic of process, of the documentary or 

ethnographic encounter, an aesthetic marked by openness or the ethical stance (which always be one of 

openness), or by defining more closely the look and feel of something like an emerging ‘collaborative 

turn’ (though we have had so many ‘turns’ of late that we run the risk of dizzying ourselves). 

 Describing an aesthetics of embodied and experiential authenticity in too practical of detail runs 

the risk of codifying into a kind of visual morality that which is in fact an ethical question. Like Timothy 

Asch’s attempt to define “The Ethics of Ethnographic Filmmaking” — which also by virtue of its 

specificity, produces and dictates an aesthetics: of long takes, wide shots, and considerable tilting at yet 

another kind of realist windmill — the intent is honorable, but result is a code that reified yet another 

rhetoric of authenticity, of ethnographic authenticity. 

I will hazard as far as to suggest, at the risk of reifying this fourth moment I am explicating, an 

aesthetics that is situated and situational, embodied and born out of lived experience, just as this particular 

brand of authenticity is — an aesthetics that responds and adapts to every instance of authenticity (since 

this authenticity is authentic by the very virtue of its uniqueness, one could argue). 

This is one of the greatest contributions that anthropology can continue to make in the realm of 

nonfiction film, including that which might be called ethnographic — to keep oneself, as maker, open to 

possibilities of the aesthetic as they present themselves. 

Authenticity has a particularly renewed or shifted charge in the post-positivist moment, where 

traditional theories of knowledge come into question and thereby open the way for other ‘ways of 

knowing’ to gain legitimacy, particularly the knowledge of the body and of lived experience, in the body. 

We cannot predict what that will look and feel like in all cases, except perhaps that it will ‘feel’ authentic 

when we are residing in that rhetoric, minding Hal Foster and Christopher Wright’s admonitions to make 

the ‘massive commitment’ that is the attempt to represent (ethically, authentically) across difference, in 

ethnographic work but in documentary work more broadly. 

Trinh T. Minh-Ha’s challenge to filmic patterns of authority holds its charge — it is a challenge 

we have not fully risen to, to which we perhaps can never rise. Even if we never succeed in a full and 

practical displacement of the filmic patterns of authority that she set out to displace, each relative 



displacement and reinstatement of authenticity seems a sort of dispersal of some original authority, and 

perhaps the best hope is that we can keep proceeding with this dialectical critique of the rhetoric of 

authenticity, asymptotically. 
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